NetBloodBank
Web Based Blood Bank Management Software
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with 10,500 Plus Happy Customers.

NetBloodbank is a comprehensive, FDA, NBTC, SBTC compliant blood bank Management software.
Available from BIRLAMEDISOFT, the software has been designed to manage the full cycle of
blood bank activities, community blood bank and reference labs. This is a great software to
computerize blood bank. Information availability is not just limited to one centre, its available across
globe once you login to the software.

Blood Bank Management Software
It helps to maintain reports, billing, inventory, accounts and master registers for any blood bank organization.
The software has an efficiency to generate more than 50+ ready to use registers. NetBloodbank software can be
integrated with various blood test machines, analyzers and equipments used in blood banks like
temperature control refrigerators, cryobar, etc for the ease of operations in blood bank.

Top Features
Database Driven
Accurate database record management, detailed blood bag database & detailed donor database.

Search
Search facilities by donor, patient, doctor, blood bag, and other recognition clues. Correlation and cross
referencing between files makes this a useful feature.

Fast, Secure and Easy
Faster response time and better control, blood cross matching (both electronic cross-matching and serological
cross-matching) and result storing facility.
Efficient
Customization makes it dynamic software as per your need, there is add on facility of bar code scanning and
printing available as an option.
Automation
Sends various auto-SMS like testing report, post-donation wish, birthday wish etc, interface with grouping
& testing machine.
Aadhar linking
The software is linked with aadhar card. Net Blood bank software reads the information from aadhar card
and displays it on various forms in the software.

Reports
Exhaustive report formats and registers, accounting facilities include patient's bills, income report, and
outstanding balance reports on all types of printers.

Savings
Low initial outlay - i.e. low cost investment, Long term benefits and savings.

WEB BASED
ONLINE / OFFLINE
SOFTWARE

ONLINE APP

No dedicated
internet connection
required.

SEARCH

SIMPLE TO USE
Minimum training
required.

Useful Information can
be accessed through
Mobile App.

Search your Blood Bank
through NetBloodBank
Search Engine,
patient will locate
you automatically.

EASEFUL
User-friendly, Robust,
Easy to use &
Easy to install
software.

MODERATE AMC
Sturdy software,
never fails,
support available
full working
hours.

INTERFACE
READY
Connect
Blood bank analyzers &
Equipments.
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NetBloodBank Infrastructure is a framework which
helps users to perform clinical as well as non clinical tasks and
functions with the help of software interface. NetBloodBank
Servers are linked to various workstations, departments and data
can be stored, retrieved and modified by users as per their
requirements. Internet connection is not required when client and
server exchange data in Local Area Network (LAN) using
NetBloodBank software, data can be accessed from any part
of globe using static IP internet connectivity.
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